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Notes on groundwater dating with
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The picture in time: see Figure 1. At first sight, I found their math a bit unclear, esp. the time dependence of
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concentrations, so went through it in detail. One deals with a decay law for N with a production
term P :
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Their model is a repeated application of (1–2), where N can be 39 ArR or 40 ArR (in the rock) or 39 ArF or
⇤
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ArF (in the fluid) at various times tR (duration of Ar accumulation in rock) or tL (Ar loss from rock) or tF
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or 40 KR 40 Y40 (40 Ar production in rock). Their
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dsolve({ode,
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simplify(%);

SymPy
Python library for symbolic mathematics
www.sympy.org
live.sympy.org
The lead developers are Ondřej Čertík and Aaron Maurer (wiki)
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Figure 1: An
underground reservoir rock accumulates argon over a period tR .

Both 39 Ar (39 K(n, p)) and
Ar (EC on K) are produced in the rock. Then the rock start to lose Ar and has done so for a period
docs.sympy.org/latest/tutorial/
tL . The fluid has been gaining the lost Ar over a period tF . While the rock loses Ar over tL , the fluid may
be migrating, therefore tF can be shorter than tL .
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not just tR . Eqn. Y5 gives the number of 40 Ar atoms produced over time period tR and depends on the
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final 40 K concentration—but this is subsequently assumed constant over the time periods involved.
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“half-life”), i.e., the same “decay law” as in radioactivity. Described by eqns. Y6–Y7. The whole story of
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the Ar loss life-time. Eqn. Y6 integrates from t = 0 to t = tL with initial condition
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Gain of Ar by fluid: It is assumed that the Ar lost from rock enters the fluid, which is expressed by
besslj(,).rewrite()
eqns. Y8–Y9. The full porosity factors (1
R )/ R are simplified as 1/ R which is only valid for small R .
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SymPy Example…
from sympy import init_session
init_session()
N = Function(’N’)
t, P, lamda = symbols(’t P lamda’)
ode = Eq(N(t).diff(t), P - lamda*N(t))
ode
dsolve(ode, N(t), ics = {N(0):0})
Ha! SymPy cannot solve an ODE with ICs…??

